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We are pleased to provide the 14th edition of our annual Debt Market Update.1
This publication provides an overview of the trends in 2016 and an outlook for
2017 across the syndicated loan, bond and securitisation markets.
The theme “Stay Tuned” reflects our view that, although
we expect a broadly positive start for the markets this
year, significant uncertainty around the US and European
markets make it unwise to take a long term view of
forecasting funding costs and market liquidity. Markets
may have to adjust to previously unthinkable scenarios
becoming reality and to government economic policies
based on populism and spin. To navigate such a difficult
funding environment it will be critical to stay closely tuned
to both unfolding events and insights from key advisors
such as your relationship banks.
To date, the markets have taken a positive attitude to the
economic promises made by the new US leadership and
patiently await events around “Brexit” and European politics
to unfold. Generally, the focus for global markets has shifted
away from worries about the health of financial institutions
towards government strategies relating to infrastructure
investment and growth. How these strategies are executed
will have a major impact on whether the markets remain in
a positive frame of mind over 2017.

Key movers in 2016
The themes of strong investor appetite and liquidity in the
syndicated loan, bond and securitisation markets continued
to dominate 2016. As we correctly called in our 13th
edition last year, a widening in spreads across all markets
was observed as financial institutions sought to pass on
higher funding and capital costs in the first half of 2016.
Pricing largely stabilised over the back half of the year amid
intensified competition for assets and continued strong
liquidity. Towards the end of 2016 there was evidence of
pricing convergence between the loan and bond formats,
benefiting borrowers looking to diversify their debt funding.
Events such as the “Brexit” vote and the US Presidential
election captivated market participants, with short spikes
of volatility ensuing as the market digested the outcomes.
Volatility largely subsided after the initial reactions to these
events, however, we see 2017 being a transitionary year
as we await further clarity on policy from both the US and
Western Europe.

We expect market conditions will be favourable for new
issuance over the next few months although pockets of
volatility will likely arise. Borrowers offering well-structured
and priced transactions will be able to capitalise upon
strong market liquidity carrying through from last year.
Notwithstanding our concerns about the longer term view
of price and liquidity, capital continues to flow between
financial markets and we are confident that borrowers
will have a wide choice of funding options in 2017.

After a particularly tough start to 2016, commodity markets
rallied post the outcome of the US Presidential election.
The vision of a US$1 trillion investment in infrastructure
over 10 years has the potential to alleviate the supply glut
strains across a variety of key commodities and so provide
price support.

A well-planned and co-ordinated approach to funding
strategy will help to ensure safe navigation through what we
expect to be an increasingly uncertain market environment.
Our advice to clients is to stay close to your key relationship
lenders as they will help you navigate through periods of
uncertainty and offer the balance sheet support you need.
Staying tuned to your lenders and the market will be
increasingly important as the year unfolds.

On behalf of the Debt Markets team at Commonwealth
Bank of Australia (CommBank) we look forward to working
with and supporting you, our valued clients, over 2017 and
thank you for trusting us with your business in 2016.

The following pages offer a detailed analysis of the outlook
for the markets. Please call us for further information.

Important disclosure and disclaimer information is listed in the disclaimer appendix of this document (page 37). These include certain jurisdiction based information and restrictions. This report has been
prepared by Commonwealth Bank of Australia ABN 48 123 123 124. This document is intended for persons who are wholesale, institutional, sophisticated or professional investors as defined in the
Corporations Act 2001.
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Syndicated
Loan Market
Loretta Venten, Executive Director, Loan Markets and Syndications

Key themes in 2016
gg

gg

Favourable market conditions prevailed for
borrowers accessing global loan markets.
Asia-Pacific, and more specifically Australasian
loan markets, were no exception with strong
liquidity and a lack of supply driving excellent
outcomes for the right deals.
Appetite was particularly strong for borrowers
in non-cyclical or defensive sectors with
infrastructure and real estate being the biggest
contributors to loan market volumes in 2016.

gg

Pricing increased during the first half of 2016,
largely driven by banks facing higher capital and
wholesale funding costs. Continued competition
among lenders saw market pricing subsequently
stabilise at the back half of the year.

gg

Capital and regulatory costs incurred by the
banks over the year resulted in relationship and
ancillary business becoming increasingly important to
lenders when considering supporting loan facilities.

gg

The defining moments of 2016 were political,
with the “Brexit” outcome and the US Presidential
election result triggering bouts of volatility. However,
markets largely took a wait-and-see attitude and
there was no net impact on pricing in Australasia.

gg

Deal volumes across most loan markets were
down from prior years. The fall in volumes could
be attributed to the combination of uncertainty
about the global political and economic
environment leading to a deferral of growth
initiatives and rising market pricing impacting
borrowers considering refinancing.

gg

Scarcity of quality deal supply saw
many transactions close considerably
oversubscribed as lenders competed for
balance sheet growth.

gg

Syndicated lending volumes across
Australasia decreased 13% from 2015 with
US$83.9 billion of deals completed in the year
across 204 transactions (down 16% from 2015).

gg

Global volumes fell approximately 9% to
US$3.7 trillion in 2016.

gg

Lending volumes in Australasia have fallen
almost 34% since 2014, albeit this trend has
been exacerbated by the depreciation of the
Australian dollar over that time.

gg

Loan refinancing volumes fell 35% to
US$36.6 billion in 2016.

gg

Strong M&A activity in Australasia was
followed by an uplift in acquisition loan
issuance in 2016. Excluding leveraged
buyout loans, M&A-related activity totalled
US$24.4 billion, its biggest contribution since
2007. The year’s largest M&A-related debt facility
was the IFM Investors and AustralianSuper A$12.8
billion syndicated facility for the acquisition of a
50.4% stake in the 99-year lease for New South
Wales electricity distributer, AusGrid.
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Australasian Syndicated Loan Market Volumes
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Australasian Syndicated Loan Market Volumes split by purpose
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Syndicated Loan Market

Observed Market Feature

Change in 2016 versus 2015

Investment – grade
Loan Margins

Up

Commitment Fees as % of Margin

Flat

Establishment Fees

Flat

Underwriting

Remains strong

Commitment amounts (ticket size)

Increase

Lender appetite

Remains strong

Average syndicate size

Increase

Terms & Conditions

Stable

Non-investment – grade
Loan Margins

Up

Commitment Fees as % of Margin

Flat

Establishment Fees

Up modestly

Underwriting

Remains available

Commitment amounts (ticket size)

Modest increase

Lender appetite

Unchanged

Average syndicate size

Modest increase

Terms & Conditions

Stable

Source: CommBank Research

What to watch for in 2017
gg

Higher bank capital and regulatory costs will likely
continue to be felt across the market and increasingly
lenders are likely to be more selective in deployment
of capital.

gg

The availability of ancillary business will continue
to be important to banks as it will be a means for
lenders to cover increased costs relating to core
lending services.

gg

Lack of supply will in part help to keep pricing
stable subject to no political or economic shocks.

gg

The continuation of geopolitical events such as the
French and German elections, as well as flow-on news
from the “Brexit” negotiations with the European Union
and the Trump Presidency will weigh on business
sentiment and this is something to monitor closely.

2

gg

For now there is positive momentum in the US
economy and the US Federal Reserve’s decision to
lift the Fed Funds rate in December 2016 has signalled
a possible bottoming out of the interest rate cycle
and the potential for rates to increase during 2017.
As of January 2017, the CommBank Global Markets
Research view2 is that there is potential for up to two
rate hikes over 2017.

gg

Borrowers should consider the impact of
increasing base rates on interest rate coverage and
debt service coverage financial covenants.

gg

If there is a sustained upward shift in the yield
curve, there is an increasing risk that asset valuation
growth will slow. Borrowers with loan-to-valuation style
covenants should continue to monitor the available
headroom under their facilities.

gg

Sustained confidence by boards and senior
management will drive M&A activity and increased
loan volumes.

CBA Global Markets Research, Foreign Exchange Strategy: Weekly Currency View (30 January 2017)
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Syndicated Loans: a core component of financing platforms
Syndicated loan transactions completed in 2016 clearly showcased the
advantages for borrowers to use a syndicated loan for their financing
requirements. When considering financing options in 2017, the benefits in
utilising syndicated loans for day-to-day and event financing requirements
should not be overlooked in determining the most efficient financing strategy:
gg

Borrowers can access a broader range of global
investors including banks, institutions and debt funds
in the syndicated loan market beyond that achievable
in the bilateral/club markets.

gg

Liquidity, flexibility, confidentiality and cost
effectiveness – for underwriting acquisition bids and
refinancing requirements.

gg

Abundance of liquidity support and hence attractive
underwriting and arranging fees for borrowers.

gg

Revolving loans for day-to-day flexibility for
general corporate purposes.

gg

Access to alternative lenders, being insurers for
bank guarantee support for large working capital
requirements.

gg

Ability to transact and access other lenders
and currencies/tranches in global markets within
one facility.

gg

Allows mergers of facilities between acquiring
entities, simply and cost effectively.

gg

Attractive margins on term and revolving
debt when compared to bond markets (fully drawn
on day one), and can be less price sensitive to
short-term volatility.

gg

Increasing acceptance of longer tenors, including
seven years and beyond, without a make-whole
requirement.

gg

Arrangers and underwriters can manage layers
of complexity in transactions that bilateral banks or
clubs are unable to provide.
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Current Australasian Lender Trends
gg

The lender landscape in Australasia has been
dynamic over the last six years. Over time, several
international banks have entered (or re-entered), as well
as retreated from, the local marketplace.

gg

International banks remain an important source
of liquidity, enabling borrowers to diversify their debt
investor base.

gg

Asia-Pacific lenders have significantly grown
their interest and participation in loans distributed
in Australasia.

gg

Increasing participation by institutional lenders,
predominantly in the infrastructure and real estate
sectors, is another welcome trend that adds to overall
strong market capacity.

Banks

Trend Observed

European

- European banks retreated or revised their Asia-Pacific strategy from the start of the decade.
- Today the scope of European banks tends to be more focused on infrastructure or multi-nationals with a link
back to Europe.

US/Canadian

- US banks, typically comprising investment banks, have been pulling back as they selectively utilise their capital.
- Canadian banks have also been refining their lending strategy for borrowers with a link back to Canada
and/or greater project finance and ancillary business focus.

Japanese

- The Japanese mega-banks continue to have a strong presence in Australasia.
- In recent years, we are also seeing increased presence of tier two Japanese banks.

Asia-Pacific
(ex Japan)

- This trend has been dominated by Chinese and Taiwanese lenders entering the market.
- Singaporean banks are strategically focused in support of Singaporean sponsors and structured transactions.
- We are also seeing increasing interest from Korean lenders to participate in new transactions.

Institutional
Investors

- Institutional investors such as debt/credit funds have shown significant appetite for loan structures,
particularly from the real estate and infrastructure sectors in recent years.
- Alternative lenders, such as insurers, have also shown interest in bank guarantee-type structures.
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Project Finance Keynote
The project financing
arena in Australasia has
been dominated by an
influx of new infrastructure
projects coming to market
as well as the ongoing state
government privatisation
programs.
gg

Infrastructure sector financings were an attractive
asset class for banks and institutions in domestic
and offshore debt markets due to their defensive,
non-cyclical and stable earnings and cash flows.
Banks and institutional investors are particularly keen on
infrastructure transactions that offer highly predictable,
recurring and long-term contracted cash flow.

gg

Substantial market capacity is available for
high quality, investment-grade equivalent, brownfield
infrastructure transactions, particularly where there are
well known global sponsors.

gg

Several transactions were well supported by
non-traditional project finance lenders,
demonstrating the increasing depth of the market
for such assets.

gg

In the resources sector, both market capacity and
transaction volumes were affected by commodity
prices that were impacted by global demand and
supply factors, particularly the global macro-economic
outlook for China.

gg

Limited new mining and oil and gas projects in
2016 due to challenging macro-economic conditions.
Major global players in these segments focused on
portfolio management, divesting non-core assets and
strengthening balance sheets.

gg

The renewable energy sector continues to grow.
Several wind farm projects, including White Rock,
Sapphire and Mount Emerald, tapped the syndicated
loan market.

gg

Further consolidation in the natural resources
sector may occur given expectations for continued
commodity price volatility, as well as the challenging
earnings outlook for certain sub-sectors.

gg

Sponsors and debt investors will continue to
seek opportunities to support transactions that
are backed by fundamentals. These include sound
pre-completion risk parameters and demonstrated
sound earnings and cash flow quality post-completion.

What to watch for in 2017
gg

The infrastructure sector will continue to drive
project financing volumes.

gg

A strong pipeline of new infrastructure projects
continues, underpinned by the capital recycling of
state governments and the need to address cyclical
(and in some cases structural) budget deficits and
associated debt accumulation.

gg

Public Private Partnership (PPP) structures
continue to be well supported by debt investors.
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Case Study:
Pacific National
Acquisition
A$3,950 million Underwritten Syndicated Facility to support
the acquisition of the Pacific National rail business
Debt Market Update
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Pacific National

A$3,950m
Syndicated Facility
Mandated Lead Arranger
and Bookrunner
& Facility Agent

September 2016

Deal

A$3,950m Syndicated Facility

Consortium

Global Infrastructure Partners / Canada Pension Plan Investment
Board / China Investment Corporation / GIC Private / British
Columbia Investment Management Corp

Facility Type

Acquisition term, revolving and bridge facility

Tenor

2, 3 & 5 years

Financial Close

September 2016

CommBank’s Role

Mandated Lead Arranger, Underwriter and Bookrunner
& Facility Agent

Bookrunners

CommBank / BNP Paribas / Credit Suisse / Societe Generale

Bank Syndicate

20 Lenders

Transaction background
gg

gg

Solution

In September 2016 consortiums including
Global Infrastructure Partners (GIP), Canada
Pension Plan Investment Board (CPPIB), China
Investment Corporation (CIC), GIC Private (GIC),
British Colombia Investment Management
Corp (bcIMC) and other funds completed the
acquisition of Asciano Limited.

gg

The A$3,950m fully underwritten syndicated and
bridge facilities were put in place to support the
RailCo consortium’s bid for the Asciano Pacific
National rail business.

gg

Facilities were sized to maintain an investment
grade or equivalent credit rating.

Following the acquisition the three businesses
of Asciano were separated with:

gg

Syndication was launched in February 2016
(upon initial acceptance of bid by Asciano),
and despite many twist and turns (including
a complete restructure of the bid) was closed
in April 2016.

gg

The acquisition was completed in August 2016
via a Scheme of Arrangement

gg

Facility attracted demand, predominantly from
Asia based lenders, and closed oversubscribed.

- GIP, CPPIB, CIC, GIC & bcIMC taking
ownership of the Pacific National rail business
(“RailCo”);
- Qube Holdings Limited, Brookfield Infrastructure
Partners L.P. (Brookfield), GIC. bcIMC & Qatar
Investment Authority (QIA) taking ownership of
the Patrick container port terminals business
(PortCo);
- Brookfield, GIC, bcIMC & QIA primarily taking
ownership of the Bulk & Auto Ports business.
gg

The successful acquisition followed a competitive
period that commenced in June 2015 when
Brookfield launched a takeover offer for Asciano,
which having faced Australian Competition
and Consumer Commission (ACCC) issues
was followed by a counterbid by a consortium
consisting of CPPIB and GIP culminating in all
parties working together and making a joint bid
for Asciano in March 2016.

gg

Complex structure for demerger and ownership,
with eight different investors over three consortiums.

gg

Certainty of funding for the bid was crucial so
sufficient facilities to refinance all of Asciano’s
existing debt were required.
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Key Syndicated Loan
Market transactions
We understand simple and easy ways of doing business are very important to you. That is why our
loan market specialists have considerable delegation authority to make things happen. We provide
a tailored solution based on your needs, as well as proactively present opportunities that you may
not have considered.
In 2016, CommBank was one of Australia’s largest lending partners to large corporate and institutional
clients, providing syndicated and bilateral finance.

A$12,778m
Syndicated Facility

A$4,580m
Syndicated Facility

A$475m
Syndicated Facility

A$4,488m
Syndicated Facility

Mandated Lead Arranger,
Underwriter and Bookrunner

Mandated Lead Arranger,
Underwriter and Bookrunner
& Facility Agent

Mandated Lead Arranger,
Underwriter and Bookrunner

Mandated Lead Arranger
and Bookrunner

December 2016

October 2016

October 2016

September 2016

A$3,950m
Syndicated Facility

A$1,050m
Syndicated Facility

A$1,050m
Syndicated Facility

CHF325m
Syndicated Facility

Mandated Lead Arranger
and Bookrunner
& Facility Agent

Mandated Lead Arranger,
Underwriter and Bookrunner
& Facility Agent

Mandated Lead Arranger
and Bookrunner
& Facility Agent

Mandated Lead Arranger
and Bookrunner

September 2016

September 2016

August 2016

July 2016

WCX M5 FinCo Pty Ltd
A$1,070m & NZ$160m
Syndicated Facility

A$2,000m & A$700m
Syndicated Facilities

A$450m
Syndicated Facility

A$1,500m
Syndicated Facility

Mandated Lead Arranger
and Bookrunner

Mandated Lead Arranger
and Bookrunner

Sole Mandated Lead
Arranger and Bookrunner
& Facility Agent

Mandated Lead Arranger,
Underwriter and Bookrunner

May 2016

April & November 2016

April 2016

March 2016

For more information on how we can help your business, contact
Loretta Venten on +61 3 9675 7389.
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Debt Capital
Markets
Rob Kenna, Executive Director, Debt Capital Markets Origination

A$ Medium-Term Note Market
The 2016 year will be remembered for rising political risk. In an
environment of easy money and low interest rates, the dominant theme
was bond investors chasing yield, or at least assets positioned to benefit
from central bank monetary policy assistance. Geopolitical events against
the backdrop of abundant central bank stimulus resulted in heightened
levels of volatility over the year.
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A$ Credit - Long run historical spreads
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A$ Issuance Volume by issuer type
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Debt Capital Markets

A$ MTN Issuance from corporates
Key themes in 2016
Rated corporate issuance totalled A$8.0 billion across 21 transactions
for 2016, down 32% on 2015, and down 17% on the five-year average.
Supply was affected by:
gg

Macro-economic concerns around commodities,
global growth and a slowdown in China
which affected investor appetite for additional
Australian exposure.

gg

Absence of the jumbo Kangaroo transactions
seen in 2015. A combination of basis swap and
credit environments made the domestic market less
compelling for Kangaroo borrowers.

gg

Limited debt capital market funding needs by
Australian corporates amid competition from
domestic bank debt and offshore markets.

gg

The year ended on a relatively soft tone as the
market digested the outcome of the US Presidential
election and many issuers previously contemplating
the market adopted a ‘wait-and-see’ approach.

Corporate Issuance by tenor
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Source: CommBank Research

Corporate Issuance by rating
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26%
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2015
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Source: CommBank Research
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gg

Issuers sought to lock in funding for longer tenors
given the low interest rate environment, and investors
increased duration and credit appetite in search of yield.

Corporate credit spreads started the year on
a widening trend then tightened as the ECB
extended its QE program to corporate bond. This
was compounded by limited corporate supply over
the year that saw investors bid competitively for paper.
Weighted average yield in the corporate bond market
finished the year just above 3%, slightly above the
historical lows of April 2015.

gg

A$ Corporate Yields and Spreads
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What to watch for in 2017
gg

Supply in the corporate market is expected to
be modest and dependent on a pickup in capex
and ongoing momentum in large scale M&A activity.
However supply will be supported by refinancing
activity with maturities of approximately A$8.9 billion
over 2017.

Over the next few months all-in funding costs
are likely to remain attractive versus the long run
average, although it should be noted that increases
in swap rates post the US election have pushed the
all-in-cost of funds higher. Significant uncertainty
around the US and Europe make it unwise to take
a long view on future funding costs.

gg

A$ Maturities 2017
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A$ MTN Issuance from financial institutions 2016
Financial institutions by volume 2016
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Key themes in 2016
gg

Credit spreads started the year on a widening
trend given weak commodity prices and concerns
around China’s growth and European bank profitability.
Quantitative Easing (QE) came to the rescue as the
ECB extended its program to include corporate bonds.
This fed through to non-European domiciled issuers.
Commodities prices later recovered from the bottom
of the cycle.

gg

Major bank issuance continued to dominate
supply with A$45.4 billion for the year accounting
for over 35% of total supply (up 67% from 2015 and
47% above the five-year average). This was driven by
the low yield environment and competitive domestic
funding levels during bouts of offshore volatility.

gg

Limited issuance from US banks in Kangaroo
format. This theme is expected to continue.
All US banks active in issuing A$ bonds are Global
Systemically Important Banks (G-SIBs) and as such,
are required to hold Total Loss Absorbing Capacity
(TLAC) of up to 16% by January 2018. With US
G-SIBs still requiring approximately US$70 billion
of TLAC funding, we expect funding attention will
be diverted away from the A$ markets in Kangaroo
format. However, US banks are likely to continue to
issue under A$ Global Medium-Term Note (GMTN)
format and satisfy TLAC eligibility criteria.

gg

The Australian major banks have a significant
funding task over 2017. While A$ maturities are
a relatively modest A$17.2 billion (17%), the US$ is
the dominant currency for maturities (equivalent to
A$39 billion, or 44%).

gg

With key commodity prices coming off cyclical
lows, ongoing stability in bank asset quality and fewer
single name risks at play to drive spreads wider, the
outlook for 2017 is benign.

gg

Ratings risk of Australian major banks remains
elevated. A number of potential events in the domestic
banking system over the next 12 to 24 months could
impact bank ratings. These include: (i) a potential
Australian sovereign downgrade; (ii) implementation of
the Financial System Inquiry (FSI) recommendations;
and (iii) potential downgrade to Australia’s Banking
Industry Country Risk Assessment (BICRA) rating.

What to watch for in 2017
gg

Supply from European banks is also expected
to be modest given the continued Targeted Long
Term Refinancing Operation II program (TLTRO II).
This is the centrepiece of the ECB’s latest stimulus
package to facilitate bank lending to small and
medium size enterprises.

gg

Regulatory changes are a risk to Australian bank
funding costs. The Australian Prudential Regulation
Authority (APRA) is expected to set policy around key
regulatory developments that will impact bank capital
requirements. This will flow through to the cost of, and
demand for, wholesale funding. It is expected 2017
will be a year of consultation, with additional capital
requirements to meet ‘unquestionably strong’ levels
to be quantified by late 2017.

gg

A large maturity profile and growing foreign
bank balance sheets will support domestic
financial supply. There are refinancing requirements
of A$40 billion across 2017.
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US Private Placement Market

gg

Key themes in 2016

USPP market continued to be a reliable source
of capital and resilient to global volatility with
23 of the 35 UK transactions pricing after the “Brexit”
referendum. While the number of deals fell by 25%,
the average transaction size increased from around
US$180 million to US$230 million.

gg

Investors were increasingly willing to provide direct
foreign currency funding. There was a 9% increase
in transactions with a foreign exchange component.
The 7.5% increase in transactions funded exclusively in
currencies other than US dollars is also noteworthy.

Softer year for Australasian Issuers
gg

gg

Australasian credits remained highly sought after
as evidenced in the transactions that were multiple
times oversubscribed. Total issuance volumes from
Australia and New Zealand issuers totalled US$5.9
billion. Although issuance volumes were down from the
previous year, the average issuance size was larger at
US$350 million compared with US$289 million in 2015.
Three inaugural Australian issuers were strongly
supported by the market as investors welcomed
the portfolio diversification. USPP investors continue
to seek high quality infrastructure assets. TransGrid’s
transaction, comprising US$700 million and A$75
million tranches, was the largest from the region.

What to watch for in 2017
gg

gg

The outlook for the USPP market remains robust,
with continued strong investor appetite for term funding
for infrastructure privatisations.
Large institutional investors are growing both
general account investments and third-party
portfolios. The result is increasing demand for more
private placement product that is not capped by hold
amounts per issuer. Based on oversubscription levels
in 2016, the USPP market could potentially absorb a
two to three times increase in issuance volume. Growth
in the market is therefore constrained by the supply of
quality paper, not investor demand.

gg

The USPP market will remain a key term funding
source for Australasian infrastructure privatisations
given the strength of the USPP’s market knowledge and
understanding of the Australian infrastructure sector (power
and energy, airports, toll roads and social infrastructure).

gg

The USPP market continues to welcome
innovative structures such as Monash University’s
debut climate bond, the first for an Australian university
and placed by CommBank. With Australia’s increased
focused on green initiatives, the USPP market provides
a new asset class with the ability to meet that demand.
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Issuance by US companies exceeded those by
foreign corporates, leading to strong support for foreign
issuers (including Australian corporates) as investors
sought to keep their portfolios geographically balanced.

Volume (US$bn)

gg

Competition for supply is seeing investors
seeking ways to differentiate their bids. Given
the number of foreign currency transactions, more
and more US dollar-based investors, including smaller
accounts with a bite size of US$20 million to US$30
million, are willing to swap to provide foreign currency
funding. Select institutions have even been willing to
forgo swap breakage protection for high-quality credits.
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The Austrapalooza 2017 conference
Due to the overwhelming success of CommBank’s USPP
conferences in Byron Bay in 2013 and 2015, the Bank is
hosting its third Austrapalooza conference in May 2017 in
beautiful Noosa, Queensland.
The two previous conferences were strongly supported
by both issuers and investors. In 2015, 22 investors
representing 18 USPP institutional investment
companies were joined by management teams from
over 40 Australasian companies. We look forward to
this year’s conference.
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US$ Reg-S Market
Key themes in 2016
gg

The market fostered an issuer-friendly
environment due to market expectations of limited
supply, increased maturities and lower funding
requirements by Chinese State-Owned Enterprises
(SOE) in a slowing economy.

gg

The initial market expectation was for lower
levels of supply. However, 2016’s volume of
US$226 billion was on par with 2015’s US$244
billion as favourable market conditions, including the
low interest rate environment, attracted both repeat
and inaugural issuers.

gg

Australian corporate borrowers took advantage
of favourable market conditions and the deep
pools of liquidity, tapping the market for US$4.73
billion. A total of eight issues came from Amcor, Sydney
Airport, Lendlease, SGSPAA, Woodside, Transurban,
GAIF and AusNet, with all borrowers issuing in the
10-year part of the curve and an average transaction
size of US$590 million.

gg

Investors increased duration and moved
down credit rating curves to higher risk capital
instruments in search of yield in the low interest
rate environment.

gg

Nimble and execution-ready issuers will be the
ones to capitalise on the execution windows
throughout the year, with headline risks likely to
create volatility.

Reg-S Asia ex Japan
What to watch for in 2017
gg

Maturities of US$206 billion in 2017, almost double
that of 2016, will support increased activity as issuers
seek to refinance maturing debt.

gg

Borrowing costs are likely to be on the rise as
we move off cyclical lows and as the market prices in
further interest rate hikes from the US Federal Reserve.
However, significant uncertainty around the US and
Europe make it unwise to take a long view on future
funding costs.

Reg-S Asia ex Japan Issuance
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Euro Debt Capital Market
Key themes in 2016
gg

CommBank’s predictions of further volatility and
support from the ECB proved true as 2016 saw
heightened volatility driven by macro-economic and
geopolitical events and the ECB’s asset purchase
program provided a supportive backdrop for primary
and secondary debt capital markets.

gg

Credit spreads widened over first quarter following
deflationary and growth concerns across Europe,
choking primary supply. ECB President Mario Draghi
lowered the inflation outlook for the year to 0.1%, partly
due to renewed weakness in oil prices and Chinese
stock market woes.

gg

The ECB came to the rescue, responding swiftly in
March by cutting the ECB deposit rate into negative
territory and expanding the Asset Purchase Program
(APP) to €80 billion a month, up from €60 billion and
above economists’ expectations. A new Corporate
Sector Purchase Program (CSPP) was announced with
the aim of buying investment-grade euro-denominated
bonds issued by non-bank corporations established
within the Eurozone.

gg

The introduction of the CSPP caused a sharp rally
in credit markets and a flood of primary supply similar
to Q1 2015. With the new investor for ‘true’ corporate
credits, investors sought longer tenors and went further
down the credit spectrum in search of yield.

gg

The year ended with investors cautious of
political uncertainties and risk within the EU
and abroad. Investors were reminded of duration
risk following a global sell-off which moved prices of
long-duration bonds sharply lower. As a result, credit
spreads widened as investors demanded higher
new issue concessions (NICs) to compensate for the
underlying interest rate risks.

Corporate Issuance – key themes
gg

The Euro corporate investment-grade (IG) bond
market performed strongly with €389 billion
issued, an increase from the two previous years of
€334 billion and €336 billion. This is largely due to the
ECB’s implementation of the CSPP program which
commenced 8 June. As of 16 December, the ECB held
771 eligible corporate securities worth €50.6 billion.
This represents 9% of the market’s total outstandings
of €547.34 billion. The CSPP program resulted in
tight credit spreads for eligible borrowers. Non-eligible
borrowers also benefited from the ‘halo effect’ of the
rally by their European peers.

gg

Australasian borrowers tapped the market for
€2.6 billion, down from 2015’s issuance of €6.41
billion. The five issues in 2016 came from Scentre
Group, Telstra, Aurizon Network, Chorus Limited and
Fonterra Co-operative Group. Maturities spanned
between seven and ten years.

Financial Issuance – key themes
gg

The TLTRO II introduced in March 2016 allows
banks to access long-term funding at zero percent, or
as low as the policy deposit rate, to ease private sector
credit conditions and stimulate bank lending. This,
combined with the deleveraging efforts of European
bank balance sheets, saw a reduction in financial
supply for 2016.

gg

There may be a decline in traditional senior
unsecured issuance with the development of
new bail-in senior debt securities. The European
Commission (EC) audibly supported this approach
to achieve subordination for senior bonds and expects
adoption of changes by June 2017. Crédit Agricole
and Societe Generale issued the first ‘senior
non-preferred’ bail-in senior debt securities by
French banks following the passing of law by
the French government on 11 December.

Markets have become better at digesting news events quickly.
Looking back to 2016, markets responded to the enormous
surprise of Brexit exceptionally well. A few years previously,
we might have expected Brexit to sideline capital markets for
an extended period.
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What to watch for in 2017
gg

gg

gg

Key Political Events

Central banks will continue to have a large
influence on market sentiment as signs emerge
that the ECB is ready to take action should event risk
stir greater volatility. The ECB has commented that
the extended APP may not be enough and therefore
remains open to further volume increases or duration
extensions. This positively affects the market outlook.
However, we expect to see outward pressure on
spreads as the ECB tapers its bids across the APP.

Indicative Date

Event

January 2017

UK Supreme court ruling requiring
the UK government to seek
parliament approval prior to
commencing negotiation on leaving
the EU.

15 March 2017

Dutch Elections.

Plenty of issuance windows exist in 2017 as
periods of high volatility, particularly toward the end
of 2016, helped accustom the market to short spurts
of instability.

31 March 2017

UK Prime Minister Theresa May’s
deadline to exercise Article 50.

April to May 2017

French Elections.

European debt capital markets will provide
a valuable source of capital for M&A activity.
The pipeline looks healthy with over US$800 billion of
pending transactions globally, of which US$280 billion
involve European entities.

August to
October 2017

German Elections.

May 2018

Italian Election: as scheduled but will
be earlier given Renzi’s resignation.

gg

Key risks to issuance lie within a spillover of
subdued sentiment into early 2017 which is likely
to sustain the current near-term theme of high NICs.
However, this should be countered by €600 billion
of maturities across the IG corporate bond market.
That will free up market capacity and therefore contract
NICs as investors become more forthcoming with
their bids.

gg

There is an opportunity for Australasian financial
institutions given the potential supply-demand
imbalance arising from reduced traditional European
bank issuance.
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Sterling Bond Market
Key themes in 2016

What to watch for in 2017

gg

Sterling bond market issuance reached £38.7
billion after a slow start, up 2% from the £37.9
billion raised in 2015. Geopolitical uncertainty leading
up to the “Brexit” vote on 23 June heightened market
volatility, resulting in subdued primary activity.

gg

The Bank of England (BoE) announcement of a
£10 billion Corporate Bond Purchase Scheme
(CBPS) in response to the “Brexit” outcome boosted
investor sentiment. Of the £20.3 billion that was issued
by non-financial corporates in 2016, £15.3 billion was
executed in the second half of the year.

gg

Politics and central bank actions will continue
to trigger episodes of market volatility in 2017.
“Brexit” will remain centre stage in 2017 as the UK
Government works through the process of leaving the
European Union. In addition, setting monetary policy
will continue to be challenging for the BoE. It is juggling
inflationary pressure due to the persistently weak Pound
against the potential for slower UK economic growth.

gg

Pent-up investor demand will support issuance
windows as they emerge during 2017.
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“Brexit” – ongoing uncertainty
gg

Following the “Brexit” outcome, the Pound depreciated against all major currency pairs over
the two business days preceding the “Brexit” result, falling 11% against the US dollar. Risk markets were
similarly punished as the FTSE100 equity index fell 5.6%. The yield on the 10-year Gilt fell below 1% for the
first time ever.

gg

Credit spreads drifted 30 basis points (bps) wider in the months preceding the vote, but did not
push higher following the outcome and remained at similar levels. Australian corporate secondary levels
widened 15 to 25 basis points (bps) between the end of June and beginning of 2016.

gg

Risk appetite improved after Governor of the BoE hinted of an imminent rate cut in early
July and amid market speculation of further QE. Although this led to a recovery of Sterling credit spreads,
the improved conditions were insufficient to spur foreign corporate issuance. Almost 79% of the year’s
corporate issuance originated from UK-domiciled entities. Vicinity Centres’ 10-year £350 million issuance in
March was the only Australian corporate transaction in the Sterling bond market last year.

Bank of England – further stimulus
gg

On 4 August the BoE announced a 0.25% rate cut to the Bank rate, taking it to 0.25%. This was in
addition to two additional measures to help stem the fallout of the UK referendum vote; the CBPS and Term
Funding Scheme.

gg

Market sentiment and liquidity improved while credit spreads rapidly contracted by 30 to 40 basis
points (bps). Despite the CBPS only covering non-financial corporates with ties to UK and its economy, the
flow-on effect spread to all sectors on a smaller scale. Long-end demand continued to increase assisted by
further Gilt yield compression, forcing investors to extend duration for greater yield.

gg

The Sterling market lost some steam post the US election on 8 November. Only £3.26 billion was
raised across both corporate and financial borrowers from 9 November to year-end compared with £17.3
billion between 5 August and 8 November.
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NZ$ Bond Market
Issuance Volume
Key themes in 2016
NZ corporate bond issuance was up 43% as local
borrowers took advantage of the relative attractiveness
of the New Zealand market on a currency-swapped
spread basis to secure funding in the lead up to the US
election. The ability to use the same class exemption
for borrowers with outstanding listed bonds provided
several borrowers with greater flexibility and allowed
them to take advantage of the conditions.

Volume (NZ$bn)
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What to watch for in 2017

NZ$ Issuance by Rating

gg

The known pipeline for corporate issuance is
robust with issuers seeking to take advantage of the
attractive spreads in the local market ahead of potential
geopolitical events like those seen in Q4 2016.

gg

The rising yield environment should buoy demand
from retail investors, underpinning several of the
proposed primary issues as coupon levels move
through demand thresholds.

gg

We anticipate more domestic issuers will
prepare debut retail trades if market conditions
remain conducive. This will give them an outstanding
transaction that enables them to use the same class
exemption, bringing greater flexibility on timing for
future issuance.

gg

Financial issuance is expected to flatten due
to asset growth moderating as macroprudential
policies start to have a greater effect on lenders’
mortgage books.

gg

Offshore activity may increase given the
New Zealand market’s relative attractiveness.
We expect offshore borrowers with New Zealand
assets or name recognition may tap the market as
an alternative to other offshore sources of liquidity.
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gg

Supply from the financial segment also grew
strongly. Volume was up 20% as the domestic banks
sought to fund the growth in their asset books that was
fuelled by strong property market conditions. Almost
85% of the financial supply came from the four major
banks with a particular focus on five-year issuance.

Strong support from the retail investor base
in corporate transactions across 2016 was
instrumental in supporting this flurry of corporate
supply. With more than half of corporate issuance
seen between August and October, market capacity
became stretched. Select deals in October did not
enjoy the same robust demand experienced on
earlier similar trades.
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ASX Listed and
Hybrid Markets
Truong Le, Executive Director, Retail Fixed Income

Following a difficult year in 2015 where market sentiment was impacted
by global market volatility, 2016 saw a recovery in the A$ Listed Bond and
Hybrid market amid renewed interest in the asset class. Favourable market
conditions drove an increase in supply on the prior year. Financial issuers
seeking Additional Tier 1 Capital continued to dominate supply.

Key themes in 2016
gg

Major bank issuers raising Additional Tier
1 Capital (‘AT1’) continued to dominate
supply. Supply in the market totalled A$5.95
billion for 2016 across four transactions. For the
first time since 2012, all four major banks issued
A$ hybrids in the same calendar year, with three
of them incorporating reinvestment offers to
refinance outstanding transactions in the market.

gg

Total supply in the market totalled A$6.8bn
for 2016 across seven transactions, with
Insurance Australia Group (IAG), Qube Holdings
and Peet Limited being the only issuers outside
of the major banks to raise funds in the ASX
Listed market.
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ASX-Listed Debt and Hybrid Market
Issuance Volumes
14

gg

Peet Limited raised A$100 million of five-year
unsubordinated, unsecured notes with a fixed
coupon of 7.50% in May, notably under the Simple
Corporate Bond (SCB) Legislation. PEET Limited
is the second to issue to under SCB legislation
following Australian Unity’s simple corporate bond in
November 2015.

gg

On 30 August, Qube Holdings launched an
ASX-listed seven-year unsecured, subordinated
floating-rate transaction. It was strongly supported
by both brokers and institutional investors, with the
order book significantly oversubscribed. The offer size
was increased from A$200 million to A$300 million, and
priced at the tight end of the margin range at 3.90%
over the three-month benchmark rate.

gg

A number of Australian financials and corporates
looked to international markets for hybrid funding
in 2016 with Westpac, ANZ, Ausnet and IAG issuing
hybrid products across the US dollar, New Zealand dollar
and Singapore dollar markets. Of note, ANZ issued in the
US market in AT1 format in June to reduce the refinancing
task in the domestic market of its Convertible Preference
Share 2 notes (with close to A$2 billion outstanding).
Although offshore appetite for Australian securities isn’t
a new development, the ANZ issue indicates growing
interest from Australian issuers to continue to diversify
their capital base away from the ASX-listed market. We
expect other authorised deposit-taking institutions (ADIs)
with offshore branches to carefully monitor developments
and potentially follow suit.
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gg

The market experienced heightened volatility
throughout 2015 and into the start of 2016 due
to volatility observed in the broader local and offshore
equity and credit markets that resulted in a widening
of spreads. After CommBank flagged a potential AT1
transaction at its half-year results announcement,
there was a further sell-off in bank hybrids as investors
positioned portfolios for the supply.

gg

CommBank’s issuance of PERLS VIII A$1.4 billion
hybrid in February 2016 and the subsequent
strong secondary performance following listing
triggered a rally in major bank AT1 securities.
This set a favourable market backdrop for subsequent
transactions by Westpac Banking Corporation
(Westpac), National Australia Bank and Australia and
New Zealand Banking Corporation (ANZ). Issuance
from the major banks across the year totalled A$5.95
billion, against redemptions of A$3.90 billion.

gg

Corporate hybrid issuance remained limited after
Standard & Poor’s changed its credit hybrid criteria in
2013. Woolworths Limited and Origin Energy repaid
their Notes II (A$700 million) and Subordinates Notes
(A$900 million) respectively on their call dates, further
reducing corporate supply in the market.

What to watch for in 2017
gg

Primary activity is expected to increase
with 14 transactions worth more than A$9.5 billion
scheduled to mature, including A$8.35 billion issued
by banks and insurers. To the extent that 2016’s
favourable market conditions extend into 2017,
we expect issuers will look to take advantage to issue.

gg

We expect corporate hybrid issuance to be
well received with limited corporate supply and
investors eager to diversify away from bank hybrids.
Corporate supply in 2017 will be mainly driven by M&A
activity, capital management purposes and issuers
seeking ratings support via equity credit.
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Case Study:
Monash University
Climate Bond USPP
US$87 million and A$100 million Climate Bond issued
in the US Private Placement Market, December 2016
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Monash University

US$87m & A$100m
Senior Notes due
2031, 2034 and 2036
Sole Placement Agent

December 2016

Ranking

Senior Unsecured Notes

Credit Rating

NAIC-1

Accreditation

Climate Bond Initiative (CBI);
Moody’s Green Bond Assessment of GB1

Deal Size

US$87,025,000 & A$100,000,000

CommBank Role

Sole Placement Agent

Tenor

Volume

Spread to UST

Coupon

15-year

A$30.0m

-

A$ 4.74%

20-year

A$70.0m

-

A$ 4.90%

15-year

US$37.0m

10Y UST + 120 basis points (bps)

3.64%

17.5-year

US$50.025m

17.5Y ICURV + 110 basis points (bps)

3.80%

Transaction background

Climate Bond Certification

gg

In December 2016 Monash University raised
A$218 million through a Climate Bond in
the US Private Placement market across 15,
17.5 and 20-year tenors. The transaction set a
precedent as the first university, globally, to issue
a Climate Bond. The proceeds will be used to
fund sustainable development projects across
Monash’s campus network.

gg

Climate Bond Issue 1 was certified by the
‘Climate Bond Initiative’ (CBI) and achieved
the highest possible Green Bond Assessment
ranking of GB1 from Moody’s Investors Service.
This recognised Monash’s commitment to
achieve measurable sustainability outcomes
in line with the global Net Zero Emissions by
2050 target.

gg

The USPP market continued to demonstrate
resilience to global macro-economic shocks.
The transaction was more than four times
oversubscribed, enabling CommBank to tighten
pricing inside the low-end of the initial price talk.

gg

gg

CommBank delivered upon each of Monash’s
funding objectives, including the desired
tranching of tenors and funding currencies.

The Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC)
made a cornerstone investment in this transaction
as part of its commitment to work alongside
organisations such as Monash to help catalyse
further investment options to support clean energy
projects. CEFC is a statutory authority established
by the Australian Government and is mandated
to facilitate increased capital flows into clean
energy initiatives.

gg

The final book comprised 11 institutional
investors, located throughout the US, Asia,
and Australia. The investor base represented a
broad group with significant capacity and ability
to provide meaningful long-term capital should
Monash University return to the market.

The placement attracted significant direct A$ bids from
three investors who did not require swap breakage
protection, demonstrating USPP investors’ continued
flexibility to provide foreign currencies.
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Key Debt
Capital Markets
transactions
Our Debt Markets team has wide-ranging domestic and international experience across the major Debt
Capital Markets. We provide competitive funding solutions, global access to investors and breadth of
industry experience.

US$87m & A$100m
Fixed Rate Notes due
2031, 2034 and 2036

US$500m
Fixed Rate Notes
due 2019

A$7.6b
Treasury Benchmark
Notes due 2047

Sole Placement Agent

Joint Lead Manager
& Book Runner

Joint Lead Manager

December 2016

November 2016

October 2016

US$1,500m
Fixed Rate Notes due
2019 & 2021

A$200m
Fixed Rate Notes
due 2026

£400m
Fixed Rate (Class A)
Notes due 2049

Joint Lead Manager
& Book Runner

Joint Lead Manager

Joint Lead Manager
& Book Runner

October 2016

October 2016

July 2016

Great Wall China Asset
Management Corporation

Toronto-Dominion Bank

A$750m
Fixed and Floating Rate
Notes due 2021

A$800m
Fixed and Floating Rate
Notes due 2020

A$1,450m
PERLS VIII

Joint Lead Manager

Joint Lead Manager

Joint Arranger
Joint Lead Manager

April 2016

March 2016

February 2016

Minimum size 25mm

For more information on how we can help your business,
contact Rob Kenna on +61 2 9118 1219.
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Securitisation
Market
Rob Verlander, Executive Director, Debt Markets Securitisation

Key Themes from 2016
Securitisation supply last year totalled A$26.1 billion (versus A$29.1 billion in 2015). Non-conforming Residential
Mortgage-Backed Securities (RMBS) increased significantly with total issuance of A$4.5 billion (up from A$2.2 billion
in 2015), while prime RMBS issuance fell from A$21.2 billion to A$16.2 billion. Asset-backed securities (ABS) issuance
of A$4.6 billion was slightly down on 2015 and two small- and medium-sized enterprises (SME) commercial mortgage
backed securities (CMBS) deals for the period totalled A$680 million.
Market volatility in the early part of 2016 affected both volumes and pricing. Major bank RMBS, pricing
at the start of the year was around 40 basis points (bps) wider than 2015 levels. Improved market conditions and
positive investor sentiment saw these levels tighten by 20 to 30 basis points (bps) towards the end of the year.
gg

gg

gg

Two main factors drove the reduced prime
RMBS issuance. First, increased margins
in early 2016 reduced the attractiveness of
securitisation, particularly for authorised
deposit-taking institution able to access
alternative funding markets. Secondly,
domestic bank balance sheets have reduced
appetite for prime RMBS based on a declining
Committed Liquidity Facility (CLF) requirement.
Banks are actively reducing their liquidity
exposure and introducing products with a lower
impact on their Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR).
There was a significant increase in
non-conforming RMBS issuance, with
12 transactions in 2016 and volumes doubling
from 2015 to A$4.5 billion. Regular issuers
Liberty, Pepper and Resimac were joined by
Bluestone (two deals totalling A$400 million) and
a A$250 million deal from La Trobe Financial.
Several records were broken in 2016. Pepper
Group issued the largest non-conforming deal in
its history and the largest non-conforming deal
since 2006 with its A$800 million dual currency
(A$ and US$) PRS17 issuance. Resimac also
completed its largest ever non-conforming
deal with the A$750 million Resimac Bastille
Trust Series 2016-1NC. During the year it
issued A$2.185 billion of RMBS across three
transactions. Liberty Financial completed
issuance of A$1.7 billion across four transactions
including an A$400 million SME CMBS deal.
Thinktank also completed a A$280 million SME
CMBS deal, highlighting not only strong investor
demand for non-bank issuers, but also demand
for alternative asset classes.

gg

Offshore demand for securitised paper was
a key highlight for the year. Higher margins
on a relative value basis made Australian RMBS,
both prime and non-conforming, attractive to
offshore investors. Pepper’s PRS 17 final investor
book was represented by 65% offshore interest.
CommBank’s Medallion 2016-2 A$2 billion
RMBS saw offshore investor participation of
46% in the Class A1a Notes.

gg

Australia’s first green securitisation deal
was completed last year, with CommBank
a joint lead manager. The A$260 million Flexi
ABS Trust 2016-1 deal featured a A$50 million
green tranche certified by the Climate Bonds
Standard Board and backed by solar
equipment receivables.

gg

Also of note was ANZ’s return to the RMBS
market with its A$2 billion Kingfisher Trust
2016-1 transaction. It was ANZ’s first public
RMBS deal since 2004.

gg

Asset performance remained strong in
2016 with prime RMBS 30+ days in arrears
at 1.09%. Arrears levels for non-conforming
RMBS persisted at record lows with 30+ days
in arrears at 3.99%.
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3%
13%

2016 Credit Issuance

26%
9%

3%
13%

Securitisation remains a significant source
of funding in49%
the Australian market, accounting
for around 26% of total 2016 credit issuance.

gg

26%
9%

49%
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Source: CommBank Research
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Australian Securitisation Primary Pricing Summary*
300
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*Selected 1mth BBSW pricing based on Senior AAA notes and WAL
Source: CommBank Research
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Australian RMBS prime SPIN

Australian RMBS prime low-doc

Australian RMBS prime full-doc

Australian RMBS subprime SPIN
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Australian RMBS Arrears Comparison

Source: CommBank Research, Standard & Poor

What to watch for in 2017
gg

gg

gg

There is a solid pipeline of deals set to come to
the market in early 2017 and the outlook for overall
issuance volumes is expected to be positive with
non-conforming mortgage issuance leading the
way. Domestic and offshore investors continue to
support the breadth of securitisation product offered
by Australian issuers, with strong performance in
underlying asset quality providing a constructive
backdrop for investors.
The Australian Prudential Regulation Authority’s
(APRA) final version of Prudential Standard
APS120 (Securitisation) and certainty on the
regulatory front are likely to improve confidence
for both issuers and investors. Preparation for the 2018
implementation may see new structures issued.

APS 120
gg

APRA released its final version of APS120 in
November. The revised standard will apply from
January 2018. There were limited major changes to
the APS120 standard from the previous draft version
in 2015. The revised standard should provide the
opportunity for master trust issuance and clarifies
regulatory capital relief requirements for ADIs.

gg

APRA made no change to the approaches available
to regulatory capital assignment from the 2015
draft and will only permit the External Ratings Based
Approach or the Supervisory Formula Approach in
calculating regulatory capital, regardless of whether or
not the ADI has Internal Ratings Based status.

gg

Risk weights for securitised exposures will
be increasing and APRA has not, at this stage,
incorporated a Simple, Transparent and Comparable
(STC) securitisation framework that would grant
favourable capital treatment. However APRA has
advised that it will consider it on merit and may review
APS120 with a view to incorporating at a later date.

gg

APRA provided some concession on Common
Equity Tier 1 (CET1) deductions for non-senior
exposures. Non-senior exposures externally rated at
or above AA- will not be a CET1 deduction under the
final APS120.

This year could also see credit card-backed
transactions in Australia. Initially this is more
likely to come from the non-ADI sector. Investor
acceptance of the domestic product would have
positive implications for ADIs.
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Case Study:
Thinktank Series
2016-1 Trust
A$280 million SME Commercial mortgage-backed securities,
November 2016
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Thinktank

Thinktank Series
2016-1 Trust A$280m
SME CMBS
Arranger
Joint Lead Manager

November 2016

Transaction

SME Commercial mortgage-backed securities (CMBS)

Size

A$280m

Legal Maturity

Jan 2049

Financial Close

Nov 2016

CommBank Role

Arranger, Joint Lead Manager and Book Runner

Transaction Background
There was strong demand across the capital
structure – both the rated notes and unrated notes –
for this asset class.

Thinktank Group, is a specialist commercial
mortgage lender.
The transaction is Thinktank’s first public SME
CMBS transaction following its debut in the capital
markets in 2014 via a private placement.
Strong demand saw the transaction increased from
the A$200 million launch size.

Asset managers represented 79% of the investors,
and 11% of the paper was placed offshore.
In total, eight investors participated in this transaction.

Class

Amount
(A$m)

S&P Credit
Support

Credit
Support

Expected
Rating (S&P)

Coupon
BBSW1M+

Weighted
Average Life
(yrs)1

Class A1

182.00

23.7%

35.0%

AAA(sf)

180 bps

1.9

Class A2

23.80

23.7%

26.5%

AAA(sf)

250 bps

1.9

Class B

16.24

17.3%

20.7%

AA(sf)

325 bps

3.0

Class C

19.60

10.9%

13.7%

A(sf)

410 bps

3.0

Class D

19.60

6.5%

6.7%

BBB(sf)

510 bps

3.0

Class E

4.76

3.1%

5.0%

BB(sf)

700 bps

3.0

Class F

4.76

N/A

3.3%

Not Rated

725 bps

3.0

Class G

4.48

N/A

1.7%

Not Rated

955 bps

3.0

Class H

4.76

N/A

0.0%

Not Rated

1200 bps

3.0

Total

Legal
Maturity

Jan 2049

280.00

(1) Weighted Average Life is based on a constant prepayment basis of 19%, stepdown conditions are met at the
earliest opportunity and Notes being called at 3 years.

Banks
21%

Asset Managers
79%

Offshore
11%

Domestic
89%
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Key Securitisation
Market transactions
Our Securitisation team brings together a host of talent, disciplines and experience. These include legal,
treasury, accounting and quantitative skills to structure securitisable cash flows into competitive funding
solutions for banks, financial institutions, corporates and specialist lenders.
We provide structuring capability, elite quantitative modelling resources, understanding of rating agency
requirements, ongoing institutional investor engagement and specialised research capability.

ConQuest 2016-2 Trust

Medallion Trust Series 2016-2

Liberty Series 2016-3 Trust

RMBS A$2,000m

RMBS A$500m

RMBS A$300m

Arranger
Lead Manager

Arranger
Joint Lead Manager

Joint Lead Manager
Fixed Rate Swap Provider

Joint Lead Manager
Liquidity Facility Provider

December 2016

December 2016

November 2016

November 2016

Thinktank Series 2016-1 Trust

SMHL Series Securitisation
Fund 2016-1

Pepper Residential Securities
Trust No.17

MTF Torana Trust 2016-1

RMBS A$1,500m

RMBS A$800m (equivalent)

Arranger
Joint Lead Manager

Joint Lead Manager

AUD Joint Lead Manager

Joint Arranger
Joint Lead Manager

November 2016

October 2016

October 2016

September 2016

Resimac Bastille Series 2016-1

Torrens Series 2016-1 Trust

RMBS A$700m

La Trobe Financial Capital
Markets Trust 2016-1

Flexi ABS Trust 2016-1

RMBS A$750m
Joint Lead Manager

Joint Lead Manager

Joint Lead Manager

Joint Lead Manager
Fixed Rate Swap Provider

August 2016

August 2016

June 2016

April 2016

SME CMBS A$280m

RMBS A$250m

Sapphire XV Series 2016-2

RMBS A$200m

ABS NZ$220m

ABS A$260m

For more information on how we can help your business,
contact Rob Verlander on +61 2 9118 1228.
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Bonds on
Blockchain
Sophie Gilder, Blockchain Innovation Manager

“We believe the blockchain technology has enormous potential to add
value to many industries and sectors by enabling greater transparency,
privacy and access.”
In January 2017, CommBank arranged the world’s
first blockchain bond issuance by a government
entity as part of our investment in understanding
blockchain’s potential.
We arranged a virtual cryptobond for Queensland
Treasury Corporation (QTC) using our capital markets
blockchain platform. It was the first trial of our private,
permissioned blockchain platform for the end-to-end
issuance of bonds.

Streamlines and simplifies
processes
QTC successfully used the blockchain to generate
a bond tender, view investor bids in real-time,
finalise investment allocation and settle instantly
with investors. The QTC bond was created in digital
form using smart contract technology and has the
ability to automatically pay coupons to the current
holder when due.
The use of a decentralised digital ledger for a bond
streamlines the issuance process. It optimises the
transparency of price and demand discovery during
the bond’s bookbuilding process.
The blockchain platform also simplifies the bond
settlement process by acting as both the bond
register and payment platform. This consolidates
the investors’ payment and the issuers’ title transfer
into a single, instant transaction.
QTC acted in both the issuer and investor roles
to test the end-to-end process for the issuance.
The bond is a working prototype. It is not tradable
and does not carry any debt obligation.

To redefine how capital markets
operate
This proof-of-concept demonstrates blockchain is
capable of delivering efficiencies to issuers, investors
and other market participants. Blockchain makes it
possible to increase efficiency and transparency.

Our long-term view is
blockchain technologies
will significantly
alter capital markets
dynamics and change
the way participants
interact. The increased
efficiency will have
positive impacts on risk,
cost and transparency.
Grant Bush, Deputy CEO and Managing Director,
Funding and Markets at QTC, said, “QTC is
collaborating with CommBank to experience the
technology firsthand through a working bond prototype.
“For QTC, we are looking at the long-term
implications of the technology as a
semi-government issuer and broader market
participant. The collaboration with CommBank
and other stakeholders involved is proving to
be extremely useful as we can understand and
think through applications along the way based
on the prototype.”
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Accelerated understanding
Our dedicated blockchain team developed the blockchain
prototype in CommBank’s Innovation Lab, in conjunction
with our Debt Markets team and its clients.
Building the capital markets platform and collaborating
with forward-thinking partners has accelerated our

understanding of blockchain in the real world. We will
continue to work with clients, financial institutions and
consortiums like R3, as well as with market participants,
to understand the opportunities and real-life applications
of innovative and emerging technologies.

Capital Markets Blockchain Platform
Explore:

Findings:

How might we build a peer-to-peer, decentralised primary
issuance platform for bonds, to understand the impact on
debt capital markets and the value implications for issuers,
investors, regulators and other stakeholders?

Collaboration with several state treasury teams and
CommBank’s Debt Markets team provided valuable insights
from different perspectives, enhancing platform functionality.

Solution:
A blockchain that provides
both an asset register for
bonds and a payment
platform for transfer of
bonds, plus a front end
application that facilitates
direct communication
and transactions between
issuers and investors.

An intuitive, user-friendly dashboard gives control to
issuers and investors: bond launch, allocation, pricing and
settlement do not require a middleman.
Delivery versus settlement is achieved instantly on the
blockchain, eliminating settlement risk.
Digitisation of securities using smart contracts on the
blockchain can facilitate automation, reconciliation and
enhanced transparency.
Many roles currently provided by Lead Manager banks are
still valued, including facilitation of switch trades, hedging,
issuance advice and execution assistance.
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Key Contacts
Head of Debt Markets
Simon Ling

Head of Institutional Lending
+61 2 9118 6463

Rob Kenna

+61 2 9118 1219

Corporate
Tabitha Chang
Simon Quinnell
Penny Schubach
Sophie Gilder
Paulina Ting

+61 2 9118 1225
+61 2 9118 4158
+61 2 9303 3574
+61 2 9303 1967
+61 2 9115 9430

Financial Institutions
+61 2 9118 1217
+61 2 9118 1221
+85 2 2844 7595
+61 2 9303 1465

USPP
Mark Wang
Amy Lung
Hilary Ward

+1 21 2848 9308
+1 21 2848 9341
+1 21 2848 9373

Retail Fixed Income
Truong Le
Sally Choi

+61 2 9118 1205
+61 2 9117 1214

Sovereign and Supras
James Hammermaster
Vina Phengsavanh

+61 2 9117 0045
+61 2 9117 0031

Europe
Simon Rutz
Katherine Chan
Andrew Murray

+44 20 7710 5608
+44 20 7710 3959
+44 20 7710 5611

New Zealand
Brad Peel

+64 9 337 4707

Debt Markets Securitisation
Rob Verlander
Sydney
Justin Mineeff
Ernest Biasi
Cullen Hughes
Sally Ng
Warren Barnes
Andrew Cunningham
Hayden Went
David Gilbert
Mark Allen

+61 2 9118 1228
+61 2 9118 1234
+61 2 9118 1235
+61 2 9117 1427
+61 2 9118 1232
+61 2 9118 1238
+61 2 9118 1222
+61 2 9118 1223
+61 2 9118 6322
+61 2 9118 1239

Blockchain
Sophie Gilder

+61 2 9118 6596

Institutional Lending

Debt Capital Markets

Daniel Cassels
Danielle Lavars
Alvin Wei
Alexa Licurse

Clare Morgan

+61 2 9303 1967

Paul Keys
Sydney
David Sim
Greg Davis
Chris Dirckze
Sarah Hume
Rohit Bhardwaj
Melbourne
Damian Mosca
David Champion
Onur Karatmanli
New York
Charles Inkeles

Fund Financing
James Nash
David McNeill

+61 2 9303 8191
+61 2 9118 4159
+61 2 9118 4155
+61 2 9118 4062
+61 2 9303 3563
+61 2 9117 7612
+61 3 9675 7428
+61 3 9675 6313
+61 3 9675 6329
+1 21 2848 9214
+61 2 9118 1400
+61 2 9303 8219

Acquisition & Leverage Finance
John Whelan
Kellie Rogers

+61 2 9118 4164
+61 2 9118 4163

Loan Markets & Syndications
Loretta Venten
Melbourne
Tony Long
Dzung Tran
Sydney
Sean Sykes
Angus Jackson
Amanda Nicol
Tim Bates
Grazia Zappia
Ruby Lau
Asia
Elizabeth Luk
Ninghong Xie
William Wong
Stephen Dipsellas
London
Andrew Powderly
Lynette Underwood
Lorna Croft

+61 3 9675 7389
+61 3 9675 7856
+61 3 9675 7284
+61 2 9118 4156
+61 2 9118 4154
+61 2 9303 8146
+61 2 9117 1099
+61 2 9118 4285
+61 2 9118 7773
+85 2 2844 7502
+85 2 2844 7567
+85 2 2844 7570
+65 6349 7713

+44 20 7710 3984
+44 20 7710 3927
+44 20 7710 3940

Agency
Sydney
Garry Armsworth
Martin Mood
Steven Furlong
Anne McLeod
Brett Halls
Tom Oreskovic
Melbourne
Tony Di Paolo
Aaron Lind

+61 2 9118 4177
+61 2 9118 4179
+61 2 9118 4322
+61 2 9303 8136
+61 2 9117 1425
+61 2 9118 7373
+61 3 9675 7437
+61 3 9675 7256
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION AND DISCLAIMER
This document has been prepared by Commonwealth Bank of Australia
ABN 48 123 123 124 (“CommBank”, “the Bank”, “we” or “us”) for use
by persons who are wholesale, sophisticated or professional investors as
defined in the Corporations Act 2001. This document has been prepared
without taking into account the objectives, financial situation (including the
capacity to bear loss), knowledge, experience or needs of any specific
person. All recipients of this document should, before acting on any
information in this document, consider the appropriateness and suitability
of the information, having regard to their own objectives, financial situation
and needs and if necessary seek professional financial or investment advice.
Nothing in this document constitutes or should be construed as a solicitation,
invitation or offer to buy or sell any securities or financial instruments, or as
investment advice or investment recommendations.
This report is prepared for information purposes only, and is not classified
as Investment Research. We believe the information in this document is
correct as at the time of publication and all opinions and conclusions are
reasonably held or made, based on information available at the time of its
compilation, however no express or implied representation or warranty is
made as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made
in this document. Opinions and conclusions in this document are subject to
change without notice and may differ to opinions or conclusions expressed
elsewhere by CommBank or the wider CommBank Group. We are under
no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information
contained in this document. Neither CommBank nor any of its subsidiaries
accept liability for any loss or damage arising from use of any part of this
document. Valuations, projections and forecasts in this document are based
on a number of assumptions and estimates which are subject to change.
CommBank does not represent or warrant that any valuation, projection
or forecast, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. None of
the transactional information in this document purports to be a complete
description or summary of the transaction.
CommBank has provided, provides, or seeks to provide, investment banking,
capital markets and other financial services to the companies mentioned
in this document and their associates. All material in this document, unless
specifically indicated otherwise, is under copyright to CommBank and none
of the material nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way,
transmitted to, copied or distributed to any other party without the prior
written permission of CommBank.
Unless agreed separately, CommBank does not charge any fees for
information provided in this document. You may be charged fees in relation
to the financial products or other services that CommBank provides, which
are set out in the relevant Financial Services Guide (“FSG”) and Product
Disclosure Statement (“PDS”). CommBank employees receive a salary wand
do not receive any commission or fees, however CommBank staff may be
eligible for a bonus payment based on a number of factors relating to their
overall performance during the year.
In the UK: This document is made available in the UK only for persons
who are Eligible Counterparties or Professional Clients, and not Retail Clients
as defined by Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) rules. The Bank is registered
in England No. BR250 and authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority.
Subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited
regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority as well as the Australian
Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) in Australia. Details about the extent
of our regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority are available from us
on request.

In Singapore: The information in this brochure is made available only for
persons who are Accredited Investors or Expert Investors in terms of the
Singapore Securities and Futures Act. It has not been prepared for, and
must not be distributed to or replicated in any form, to anyone who is not
an Accredited Investor or Expert Investor. If you are an Accredited Investor
or Expert Investor as defined in Regulation 2(1) of the Financial Advisers
Regulations (“FAR”), the Bank is obliged to disclose to you that in the
provision of any financial advisory services to you, we are exempted under
Regulations 33, 34 and 35 of the FAR from complying with the business
conduct provisions of sections 25 (Obligation to disclose product information
to clients), 27 (Recommendations by licensees) and 36 (Disclosure of
interests in securities) respectively, of the Financial Advisers Act (“FAA”).
In Japan: This document is made available only for institutional customers.
Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Tokyo Branch is a licensed banking
business authorised by Japan Financial Services Agency.
In Hong Kong: The contents of this document have not been reviewed by
any regulatory authority in Hong Kong. You are advised to exercise caution
in relation to the offer. If you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this
document, you should obtain independent professional advice. The provision
of this document to any person in Hong Kong does not constitute an offer
of securities to that person or an invitation to that person to acquire, apply,
or subscribe, for the issue of, or purchase, securities unless the recipient is
a person to whom an offer of securities may be made in Hong Kong without
the need for a prospectus under section 2 and the Seventeenth Schedule of
the Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32 of the Laws of Hong Kong) (“Companies
Ordinance”) pursuant to the exemptions for offers in respect of which the
minimum consideration payable by any person is not less than HK$500,000
or its equivalent in another currency. Neither this document nor any part of
it is, and under no circumstances are they to be construed as, a prospectus
(as defined in the Companies Ordinance) or an advertisement of securities in
Hong Kong. The products have not been, nor will they be, qualified for sale
to the public under applicable Hong Kong securities laws except on a basis
that is exempt from the prospectus requirements of those securities laws.
Minimum Investment Amount for Hong Kong Investors: HK$500,000
In the USA: The Bank is authorised to maintain a Federal branch by the
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency. This document is made available
for informational purposes only. The products described herein are not
available to retail investors. NONE OF THE PRODUCTS DESCRIBED ARE
DEPOSITS THAT ARE COVERED BY FDIC INSURANCE and are not suitable
for investment by counterparties that are not “eligible contract participants”
as defined in the U.S. Commodity Exchange Act (“CEA”) and the regulations
adopted thereunder or entities that have any investors who are not “eligible
contract participants.” Each hedge fund or other investment vehicle that
purchases the products must be operated by a registered commodity pool
operator as defined under the CEA and the regulations adopted thereunder
or a person who has qualified as being exempt from such registration
requirement. CommBank cannot execute swaps with any US person unless
our counterparty has adhered to the ISDA Dodd Frank protocol.
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